DISTRIBUTION MANIFOLD

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
BACKGROUND: New application designs in the industry have increased necessary solution flow rates to reach optimum
performance. This tool allows the customer to split one large chemical line (3/4” NPT inlet) into (3) or (4) smaller lines
(1/2” OD poly flow outlets) to multiple connection points at the arch. The distribution manifold can be used when the
customer is operating an Aqua-Lab BAM valve (Up to 15GPM).
(Part Includes: (1) 3/8” NPT plug & hose clamp for 3/4” ID inlet)

STEP 1

STEP 4

Once Aqua-Lab dispensing panel is installed, insert recommended
PC3 chemical injector to open BAM valve.

Secure the ¾” rubber hose to the inlet of the BAM distribution
manifold.

STEP 2

STEP 5

Attached ¾” rubber hose on the outlet of the injector and run to
the designated applicator.

Cut ½” poly tube lines to connect to the foam generator located
furthest away. All tubes should be cut to the same length, no
matter the distance of the foam generators. If the applicator
consists of 3 foam generators, plug the 4th hole using the 3/8”
brass plug that comes with the BAM distribution manifold.

STEP 3
Secure BAM distribution manifold as close as possible to the
desired applicator.
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STEP 6
Once the distribution manifold is in place and the poly tube lines
are cut, install ½” poly tubing to each of the push to connect
fittings on the manifold.

STEP 7
After the solution lines are connected on the manifold, connect
the ½” poly tube lines to each chemical solution push to connect
fitting on the foam generators. If there is extra tubing, coil up
the excess and secure to the applicator frame.

STEP 8
Secure the solution lines to the applicator frame.

STEP 9
Test the application to make sure no leaks are present, and the
performance is acceptable.
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